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the purpose of the phd viva is to determine whether you as the candidate has met all of the
requirements for completing your degree in this article we look at what a phd viva is with 12
example questions and tips on how to answer them although viva questions can vary they
commonly focus on four aspects what the project is about what were the key findings or
observations what was the process and why do the observations matter however in some cases
these questions can be more diverse this article discusses top 12 most common phd viva
questions and how to answer them correctly without being baffled in front of examiners this
article explores the phd viva questions provides 18 sample questions and offers advice on
responding to them effectively examiners will undoubtedly ask you in so many words what is
your original contribution to knowledge as with all replies keep your answer clear don t make
things too complicated structure the points you want to make so you can signpost the examiner
to your main thesis contributions just as you would have in your written conclusion below are
some popular phd viva questions to prepare 1 tell me about yourself introduce yourself and talk
about your areas of interest related to research more importantly focus on the areas you are
extremely positive about briefly speak about your past achievements without overwhelming the
examiners and sounding boastful in a detailed appendix we share a repertoire of 60 examples of
generic viva questions which are commonly asked in many international contexts together with
guidance about answers in brackets preparing for a machine learning phd viva this
comprehensive guide features 100 questions covering a wide range of topics from basic
concepts to advanced topics like deep learning nlp and image recognition prepare yourself for
the most common phd viva questions with this interactive editable template free to download
and yours to keep forever a any one of the following experiments determination of ph of some
solutions obtained from fruit juices solutions of known and varied concentrations of acids bases
and salts using ph paper or universal indicator comparing the ph of solutions of strong and weak
acid of same concentration here are some prompts and questions you might be asked and how
you can prepare beforehand to answer them 1 tell us about your study usually the first question
is an opener and is asked with the goal of breaking the ice and getting you talking about your
thesis this article is packed with over 100 sql interview questions and practical exercises
organized by topic to help you prepare thoroughly and approach your interview with confidence
sql is essential for many jobs like data analysis data science software engineering data
engineering testing and many others cbse class 10 science viva questions with answers 2023 24
for chemistry will allow students to be more prepared for their viva examinations the viva test
allows teachers to understand the gaps in students learning as well as test their knowledge
regarding concepts of chemistry this video covers the bar pendulum experiment viva for full
explanation of this experiment click on below link youtu be ae0cl uonyqfor practical the
following are some of the frequently asked questions for viva of the four probe experiment to
determine the resistivity and energy band gap of a semiconductor q1 what are the main issues
in machine learning a1 the main issues in machine learning include overfitting underfitting bias
variance tradeoff data scarcity feature selection and interpretability q2 explain the concept of
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supervised learning this blog post aims to equip students with comprehensive viva questions
and answers covering all six modules of dbms by thoroughly preparing for these questions
students can enhance their understanding boost their confidence and excel in their viva voce
examinations an employee experience platform is software that supports people and teams by
helping organizations improve connections gain insights find shared purpose and encourage
growth employee experience platforms are designed to improve employee wellbeing in many
ways such as encouraging professional development and learning which in turn boosts listed
below are common phd viva questions which i ve roughly grouped together we ll start with some
higher level questions about your phd which should be quite easy and friendly then progress
through to some more technical and potentially unfriendly questions class 10 it viva questions
are part of a practical examination of it 402 for class 10 these practical questions can be asked
from your practical file and the practical assessment so let us start topics covered class 10 it
viva questions unit 1 digital documentation advanced class 10 it viva questions unit 2 electronic
spreadsheet advanced
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a guide to answering phd viva questions with examples indeed May 08 2024 the
purpose of the phd viva is to determine whether you as the candidate has met all of the
requirements for completing your degree in this article we look at what a phd viva is with 12
example questions and tips on how to answer them
140 viva questions how to prepare for viva leverage edu Apr 07 2024 although viva questions
can vary they commonly focus on four aspects what the project is about what were the key
findings or observations what was the process and why do the observations matter however in
some cases these questions can be more diverse
top 12 potential phd viva questions and how to answer them Mar 06 2024 this article discusses
top 12 most common phd viva questions and how to answer them correctly without being
baffled in front of examiners
top 18 phd viva questions examples mim learnovate Feb 05 2024 this article explores the phd
viva questions provides 18 sample questions and offers advice on responding to them effectively
viving la viva how to answer viva questions the campus Jan 04 2024 examiners will
undoubtedly ask you in so many words what is your original contribution to knowledge as with
all replies keep your answer clear don t make things too complicated structure the points you
want to make so you can signpost the examiner to your main thesis contributions just as you
would have in your written conclusion
top 12 potential phd viva questions and how to answer them Dec 03 2023 below are
some popular phd viva questions to prepare 1 tell me about yourself introduce yourself and talk
about your areas of interest related to research more importantly focus on the areas you are
extremely positive about briefly speak about your past achievements without overwhelming the
examiners and sounding boastful
pdf the doctoral viva questions for with and to Nov 02 2023 in a detailed appendix we
share a repertoire of 60 examples of generic viva questions which are commonly asked in many
international contexts together with guidance about answers in brackets
100 machine learning phd viva questions ilovephd Oct 01 2023 preparing for a machine learning
phd viva this comprehensive guide features 100 questions covering a wide range of topics from
basic concepts to advanced topics like deep learning nlp and image recognition
phd viva questions interactive template the phd proofreaders Aug 31 2023 prepare yourself for
the most common phd viva questions with this interactive editable template free to download
and yours to keep forever
class 11 chemistry viva questions with answers byju s Jul 30 2023 a any one of the
following experiments determination of ph of some solutions obtained from fruit juices solutions
of known and varied concentrations of acids bases and salts using ph paper or universal
indicator comparing the ph of solutions of strong and weak acid of same concentration
top 10 ph d viva questions and how to answer them servicescape Jun 28 2023 here are
some prompts and questions you might be asked and how you can prepare beforehand to
answer them 1 tell us about your study usually the first question is an opener and is asked with
the goal of breaking the ice and getting you talking about your thesis
top 100 sql interview questions and practice exercises May 28 2023 this article is packed with
over 100 sql interview questions and practical exercises organized by topic to help you prepare
thoroughly and approach your interview with confidence sql is essential for many jobs like data
analysis data science software engineering data engineering testing and many others
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cbse class 10 science viva questions with answers 2023 24 Apr 26 2023 cbse class 10
science viva questions with answers 2023 24 for chemistry will allow students to be more
prepared for their viva examinations the viva test allows teachers to understand the gaps in
students learning as well as test their knowledge regarding concepts of chemistry
bar pendulum experiment viva questions with answers Mar 26 2023 this video covers the bar
pendulum experiment viva for full explanation of this experiment click on below link youtu be
ae0cl uonyqfor practical
four probe method viva questions bragitoff com Feb 22 2023 the following are some of the
frequently asked questions for viva of the four probe experiment to determine the resistivity and
energy band gap of a semiconductor
machine learning ml viva questions with answer sem 6 ai ds ml Jan 24 2023 q1 what are the
main issues in machine learning a1 the main issues in machine learning include overfitting
underfitting bias variance tradeoff data scarcity feature selection and interpretability q2 explain
the concept of supervised learning
dbms viva questions and answers se ai ds ml cs doubtly Dec 23 2022 this blog post aims
to equip students with comprehensive viva questions and answers covering all six modules of
dbms by thoroughly preparing for these questions students can enhance their understanding
boost their confidence and excel in their viva voce examinations
what is an employee experience platform microsoft viva Nov 21 2022 an employee
experience platform is software that supports people and teams by helping organizations
improve connections gain insights find shared purpose and encourage growth employee
experience platforms are designed to improve employee wellbeing in many ways such as
encouraging professional development and learning which in turn boosts
common phd viva questions the savvy scientist Oct 21 2022 listed below are common phd viva
questions which i ve roughly grouped together we ll start with some higher level questions about
your phd which should be quite easy and friendly then progress through to some more technical
and potentially unfriendly questions
class 10 it viva questions with complete solutions Sep 19 2022 class 10 it viva questions are part
of a practical examination of it 402 for class 10 these practical questions can be asked from your
practical file and the practical assessment so let us start topics covered class 10 it viva
questions unit 1 digital documentation advanced class 10 it viva questions unit 2 electronic
spreadsheet advanced
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